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Alternating plumes of grey and black 
smoke superimposed on that winter blue 
sky. Bone chilling Oklahoma winds rush down 
old Route 66, shepherded along the way 
by two story brick buildings, abandoned 
hardware stores of yesteryear and fl edgling 
boat shops. Their full inventories taking up 
cracked, black parking lots, weathered from 
the alternating frigid winters and blazing 
summers. Vivid oranges, bloody reds, and 
illuminating yellows dance off  the walls 
of that old building, bursting through the 
windows, roaring, screaming to be heard. 
People from all over town come to watch 
what little white history that existed burn 
to the ground. Standing among a crowd of 
people, cameras click, men and women 
murmur amongst themselves. “How did it 
start?” “Can’t they do anything?” “My god, 
it’s gonna burn down, y’all.” 

Blues and reds and yellows fl icker in the 
lights of the buildings that weren’t ablaze. 
Fire Trucks and cop cars whose sirens had 
long been silenced. Paralyzed by the beauty 
of destruction. Mist, like a blanket of fog, 
rolls off  the torrent from the fi re hose with 
no response from the fl ame. Years of dust 
and debris, old wooden walls, history fuels 
the destruction, feeding and eating itself 
from the inside. 

At some point, the focus turns to preserv-
ing what can be preserved. The roofs of the 
neighboring buildings, water streaming from 
their steep pitches, in an attempt to keep 
the fl ames from spreading. The heart and 
soul of the building were reduced to ash. A 

bulk of something, of nothing, to be swept 
away. The shell remained. It always does. 

After we die, the fl esh and organs decay. 
Nature does its part. Worm food until there’s 
nothing left to eat. A pile of remains no 
longer, just what the shell contained. What 
the shell betrayed. What would those peo-
ple do? Losing a business, their home on the 
fl oor above it. Their dream… gone in a pillar 
of smoke and fury and beauty, reduced to 
nothing, a destruction of its own doing. 

Our bones, like bricks, hold our histo-
ries. Betrayed and put on display, nature’s 
worst art exhibit, after the membranes and 
organs say, “Fuck this. I’m done.” Are we 
the clenched fi st slamming into our ribcage, 
sending shockwaves to our core? The black 
eyes, and the lies, “Oh, I fell down the 
stairs.” Pushing that bic pen cap over the 
tip, hairs cinched tight, and twisting until 
they rip out and our scalp bleeds? Changing 
diapers and making bottles before we can tie 
our own shoes? 

  Who’s on our street corner, watching 
the fl ames roar and die in our eyes, the jets 
of smoke, and that graying blue sky? 
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Some days my toddler
shrugs off  my touch,
days when we scream,
days when we cry,
days when even the weight
of fairy princess panties
must be cast off 
as a snake sheds its skin.
I do not hear I love you,
Mommy is a noun, not a name.
I’m pinched more often
than kissed, and yet
I feel loved.

I watch her curled
in a hammock swing,
a marsupial rocking
in a twilight dream and
wonder what the future holds.
Here is what I do know:
it does not take words
or even touch to love—
all it takes is a heart, willing
to be as boundless as the sea.


